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1. Introduction 
Let {X,},: _x be a real-valued stationary process on a probability space (0, 9, P). 
Given a single realization {X,}F_, of the process, inferences are to be made about 
the process. Of particular interest is the nonparametric estimation of the finite 
dimensional probability density functions of the process, conditional probability 
density functions and conditional expectations of functionals of the process given 
past behavior. For large n, such estimates can shed light on the statistical structure 
of the process, e.g. regarding its Gaussian or non-Gaussian nature; also nonlinear 
behavior can be detected from estimates of conditional expectations (Robinson, 
1983). The weak consistency and asymptotic normality of such estimators were 
established by Robinson (1983, 1986) under various mixing conditions on the 
underlying process { X,},rl ,x . 
The purpose of this paper is the establishment of strong consistency and almost 
sure convergence rates for appropriate estimators ofjoint and conditional probability 
density functions as well as of conditional expectation for stationary mixing pro- 
cesses. The work complements therefore those of Robinson (1983, 1986) but differs 
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in its goals, method of analysis, and the form of the estimators (recursive). We 
remark that for recursive estimators of the (marginal) density function of a stationary 
vector-valued process, almost sure convergence rates were previously established 
by Takahata (1980), Masry and Gyorfi (1987), and Masry (1987); the current work 
can also be viewed as an extension of the latter to the estimation of conditional 
density functions and conditional expectations. 
For each integer m 2 1 and integers 0 = i, < i2 < . < i,,, letf(x; i,,) =f(x,, . . , x,,,; 
I,, . . . , i,,) be the joint probability density function of the random variables 
Xi, 9 . . . > X!,,, > which is assumed to exist. For any integer p, 1 up < m, put i;, = 
(i,, . . , i,,) and iI,_,,=(i,,+,,.. . , i,,). The conditional probability density function 
ofX:l=(X,+i,,+,‘...’ X,, ,,,,) given X:=(X,+,, , . . , X,,;,,) is denoted by 
(1.1) 
where x E R” X?E R’” -I’ 1 9 and x = (x,, x2) E R’“. Let 9 be a Bore1 measurable function 
on Rrnpp such that Elq(X:‘)I < ~0. The conditional expectation of q(Xy) given Xi = u 
is denoted by 
Q(U) = E[q(X:‘) Ix; = u]. (1.2) 
A special case of interest is when m = p + 1 and q(y) = y for which Q(u) = 
HX,+,,,+,IX:= 1 h u 1s t e usual regression function. 
The estimatorsfn(x; im),J,(x21x,), and on(u) are defined in Section 2; their strong 
consistency and almost sure convergence rates are stated and discussed therein. The 
derivations are given in Section 3. 
2. Main results 
For each 1~ 1, let K,(x) be a real nonnegative bounded function on R’ satisfying 
K,(u) du = 1, (ii) K,(x)=O(llx+~‘) (2.1) 
for some F > 0. Let {b,}T=, be a sequence of positive numbers such that h, + 0 as 
j+a and put 
K,,(x) = (llb:)K(xlb,). (2.2) 
On the basis of a single realization 1X,};=, we estimate f(x; i,,), m 2 1, by 
A 1 n-‘,,, 
f,(x; i,) =- c K,,,(x-X,)9 n-i, ,‘I 
where 
x; = (X,,,,, . . , x,+ I/// I= cx:, X:‘)Y 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
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and it is naturally assumed that n > i,,. The estimator (2.3) is clearly recursive, 
The conditional probability density function ,f(x, 1 x,) is estimated by 
and the conditional expectation Q(u) by 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
where 
l fn(u; i,)=- “C’” K,,(u -Xi). 
n-i,, ;=, 
Let 9: be the a-algebra of events generated by {X,, i s j s k} and L2(@) denote 
the collection of all second-order random variables which are St-measurable. The 
stationary process {X,} is called strongly mixing (Rosenblatt, 1956) if 
sup IP[AB]-P[A]P[B][=L~(~)+O as k+oo, 
AF /‘I, 
Be./; 
(2.7) 
and s said to be p-mixing (Kolmogorov and Rozanov, 1960) if 
sup 
lcov{ u, VII 
I”[ U] var”2[ V] 
=p(k)+O as k+cO. (2.8) 
ut L,(.F”.I var 
VCL,(.F;) 
a(k ) is the strong mixing coefficient and p(k) is called the maximal correlation 
coefficient. The condition p(k) + 0 as k -+a is intermediate between uniform and 
strong mixing; also, a(k) sip(k) (see [2]). 
A. Joint densit,v estimators 
The main results for the variance-like term j?(x; i,) - E[~n(x; i,,,)] are given below. 
Theorem 2.1. Let {X,} be a stationary p-mixing process. 
(a) If the maximal correlation co@icient p(k) satisJies 
f [log(k+i,,,)I[log,(k+i,,)I’+“p’(k) ;=f+,,., ]&<a, k=, I 
for some S > 0, and {bk} sati.$es 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
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then for almost all x we have 
j,,(_x; i,)-E[j,,(x; i,,,)]-0 as n+W 
almost surely. 
(b) Ifp( k) satisjes 
(2.11) 
and h,, is nonincreasing and satisfies 
(nb::‘)/[(log n)(log, n)‘+‘]+ac, as n-a, (2.12) 
.for some 6 > 0, then ,for almost all x we have 
i 
I&l: 
1/2 
(log n)(logz n)‘+’ 1 
{In(x; 4,)-EG,(x; i,,)l)-0 as n+a (2.13) 
almost surely. 
For strongly mixing processes we have the following result. 
Theorem 2.2. Let {X,} be a strong1.v mixing process and r a real number greater than 2. 
(a) Lf the strong mixing coejicient a(k) satisfies, ,for some 6 > 0, 
i [log(k+i,,)I[log,(k+i,,,)l’i”[a(k)l’~”’ ,=f_,,,, j2b2,,,J,_,,r,<a (2.14) 
k-1 I 
and {b,} satisfies 
(2.15) 
then ,for almost all x we have 
{.j‘,(x; i,,)-E[j,(x; L)II-0 as n-tm 
almost surely. 
(b) Zf a(k) satisfies 
f [log(k+i,)][log,(k+i,,)][o(k)]‘-””<a 
h=l 
(2.16) 
and b,, is nonincreasing and satisfies 
nb;“Z(‘-“” 
/[(log n)(log, n)‘+‘l-ta as n+cC (2.17) 
,for some 6 > 0, then for almost all x we have 
nb?‘c’m”r’ l/2 . A 
(log n)(log, n)‘+’ 
{f;,(x; ipI)-EC.f;,(x; inc)l)+O as n-a (2.18) 
almost sureI_y. 
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Remark 2.1. It is evident from Part (b) of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 that the rate of 
almost sure convergence of ,Tn (x; i,, ) - E[ ,zI ( x; i,,,)] to zero is sharper for p-mixing 
processes. For strongly mixing processes it is seen from (2.16) and (2.18) that there 
is a tradeoff between the rate of a.s. convergence in (2.18) and the rate of decay of 
a(k) in (2.16) in terms of the parameter r; the best rate of a.s. convergence is 
obtained when r approaches 2 in which case the decay of N(k) is the most rapid. 
It should be noted that the slower rate of convergence obtained here for strongly 
mixing processes is strictly due to the following technical reason in the proof of 
Part (b) of Theorem 3.1: For p-mixing processes we have by (2.8) the inequality 
lcov{ U, V>l c p(k){EIUI’E(V/‘}“‘, 
whereas for strongly mixing processes we only have, by Davydov’s lemma, 
Icov{U, V}~~~[CY(~)]“~““{E~U~‘EIVI’}“’ 
for r>2. 
Remark 2.2. For i.i.d. observation (and m = 1) we have (see Wegman and Davies, 
1979) 
K”(u) du 
n-r ( I 
X’ 
lim sup(nb,/log, n)‘/‘{.f,(x)- E[il(.x)]} = 0 2,f’(x) 
,*- > 
I,? 
(2.19) 
almost surely, if f is continuous at x and 0 is a constant depending on {b,} only. 
A comparison of Part (b) of Theorem 2.1 (with m = 1) and (2.19) shows that our 
a.s. convergence rate for p-mixing processes is only slightly slower than that in 
(2.19) for independent data. 
The bias of fH(x; i,,) depends only on the smoothness properties of f(x; i,,,) and 
is given below. 
Lemma 2.1. (a) For almost all x we have 
(b) Assume that J‘(x; i,) 
are bounded and continuous 
to (2.1), 
I- 
is twice diflerentiuble and its second partial derivatives 
on R”‘. The kernel K,, is assumed to sutisjj, in addition 
I- 
J uiK,,,(u)du=O, j=l,..., m, and R “Z J K”, lI~ll’Km(~) du<m. (2.20) 
The bandwidth parameter {b,} is assumed to sutiJfy I:_~, bf = ~0. Then 
f(x; L). 
-’ bias[j,(x; i,,,)]+$ uG”(x; i,,,)uTK,,,(u) du 
R “’ 
(2.21) 
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where the matrix 
Wx; i,) = [ “2~~~,~)]‘~~~_, 
and uT is the transpose of the row vector u. 
(2.22) 
Combining Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 with Lemma 2.1 provides the following results 
for the a.s. convergence of fn(x; i,,) to ,f(x; i,). 
Theorem 2.3. (a) Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1(a) we have for almost all x, 
A 
{fn(x; i,)-f(x; in,)>-0 as n+a 
almost surely. 
(b) Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.1(b) and Lemma 2.1 (b) with b, chosen 
to satisfy b, - n~“(4+“*), we have for every x and every 6 > 0, 
i 
n4”4+“” 1/2 ,. 
(log n)(log, n)‘+’ 
{fn(x; i,)-f(x; im)}+O as n+co 
almost surely. 
The corresponding result for strongly mixing processes is as follows. 
Theorem 2.4. (a) Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2(a) we have for almost all x, 
,. 
{fn(x; i,,)-f(x; i,)}+O as n-zm 
almost surely. 
(b) Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.2(b) and Lemma 2.1(b) with b, chosen 
to satisfy b, _ n 1/(4+2m( r~r/~)), we have for every x and every 8 > 0, 
1 
4/(4iZm(,-l/r)) 
(1Gg n)(log, n)‘+’ 
r/2 
{fn(x; i,,)-f(x; i,)}+O as n+a 
almost surely. 
Remark 2.3. The consistency properties of 2(x,; ib), needed in subsections R and 
C, follow immediately from Theorems 2.1-2.4 by replacing m by p, i, by i,,, i, by 
ij,, and x by x, in these theorems. 
B. Conditional density estimators 
For brevity we only present the corresponding results to Theorems 2.3 and 2.4. 
Theorem 2.5. Let {X,} be a stationary p-mixing process. 
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(a) If the maximal correlation coeficient p(k) satisfies 
I? bdk+ L)lbxdk+ i,,)I”“p’(k) ,=f+,!, ,&,<a 
h-1 I 
for Some 6 > 0, and {b,} satisfies 
,g, +-2 
I 
(2.23) 
(2.24) 
then ,for almost all x2 and x, with f(x,; i:,) > 0 we have 
.Z,(x21xI)-f(xJx,)+O us n+m 
almost surely. 
(b) Assume that f(x; i,,) and ,f(x,; ik) are twice differentiable and their second 
partial derivatives are bounded and continuous on R”’ and R”, respectively. Assume 
that the kernels K,, and K, satisfv (2.1) and 
I 
u;R,(u)du=O, j=l,..., 1, and 
I 
II~ll’Kt(4 du <CC (2.25) 
R’ 
K’ 
for I= p, m. The bandwidth parameter b,, is chosen as b,, - n~‘/‘4im’. If the maximal 
correlation coejicient p(k) satisfies 
f Dog(k + L)Ibg2(k + C,,)Ip’(k) <a, 
h-1 
(2.26) 
then ,for all x2 and x, with .f(x,; ib) > 0 we have, ,for every 6 > 0, 
1 
n4/(4+ m, 
1 
1/2 
(log n)(log, n)‘+’ 
{.~,(x~Ix~)-.f’(x~lx~)}-o as n+a 
almost surely. 
For strongly mixing processes we have the following result. 
Theorem 2.6. Let {X,} be a strong1.v mixing process and r a real number greater than 2. 
(a) If the strong mixing coeficient satis$es, ,for some 6 > 0, 
if bdk+ i,)I[~og~(k+i,,)l’C’[~(k)l’~“’ ,=f+;, i.b2,!~_,,rI<~ (2.27) 
h=l 2 I 
and {b,} satisfies 
then for almost all x2 and x, with f(x,; ib) > 0 we have 
j;(xZIxI)-f(xZIxI)+O as n-Q3 
almost surely. 
(2.28) 
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(b) Assume thatf(x; i,,) andf(x,; ib) are smooth as in the hypothesis of Theorem 
2.5(b) and that the kernels K,,, and K, satisfy (2.25). The bandwidth parameter is 
chosen as b,, _ n-1/(4+-7(l-l/r)). 
If the strong mixing coejficient o(k) satisfies 
f [log(k+i,,)][log,(k+i,,,)][cu(k)]’~”’<~ (2.29) 
I,=1 
then for all x2 and x, with f(x,; ib) > 0 we have, for every 6 > 0, 
1 
n4/(4+Zn~~l--l/rl) 1/2 
(log n)(log, n)‘+’ 
{~,(xZIx1)-f(x21x,)}~0 as n+a 
almost surely. 
C. Conditional expectation estimators 
Define 
R(u) = O(u)f‘(u; ib) 
and 
1 ” I,,, 
k,(u) =: n _ ,,, ,;, 9(Wk(u -%) 
and note that R(u) E L, . Then 
G,,(u) = R(u)I.L(u; $). 
Once the strong consistency and rates of almost sure convergence of k,(u) are 
established, the corresponding results for the conditional expectation estimator 
1 
Q,,(u) will easily follow. 
Lemma 2.2. Ler {X,} be a p-mixing process and suppose E [ q2( XF)] < M. 
(a) If the maximal correlation coeficient p(k) satisfies 
5 [bdk+ i,,)l[log,(k+i,)l’+‘p’(k) ,=F+, 
k-l i’ 
&,<a 
I 
for some 6 > 0, and {b,} satisfies 
then ,for almost all u we huve 
i,(u)-E[IZ,(u)]+O us n+a3 
almost surely. 
(b) [f p(k) satisjes 
f bg(k+ &,)lbg2(k + i,,)lp2(k) <a, 
h-l 
(2.30) 
12.31) 
(2.32) 
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and b, is nonincreasing and 
nb!/[(log n)(log, n)‘+“] + cc as n + ~0, 
for some 6 > 0, then for almost all u we have 
117 
(2.33) 
nbl: IjZ 
(log n)(log, n)‘+’ 
{R,,(u)-E[R,,(u)]}+O as n-+oO 
almost surely. 
Lemma 2.3. Let {X,} be a strongly mixing process and r a real number greater than 
2. Assume Elq(X~)~’ < ~0. 
(a) Lf the strong mixing coe#icient a(k) satisfies, for some 6 > 0, 
and {b,} satisfies 
then for almost all u we have 
fi 1 
R,(u)-E[R,,(u)]+O as n-zcr! 
almost surely. 
(b) If’cy (k) satisfies 
and b, nonincreasing and 
nb;,““~ I/?‘) /[(log n)(log, n)‘+‘]+co as n-co 
for some 6 > 0, then ,for almost all u we have 
i 
nb?“’ “r’ 1 
l/2 
(log n)(log? n)‘+’ 
{d,,(u)-E[R,(u)]}+O as n-+co 
almost surely. 
Lemma 2.4. (a) For almost all u we have 
!ijy, Jwt,(uH = R(u). 
(2.35) 
(2.36) 
(b) Assume that R(u) is twice dtflerentiable and its second partial derivatives are 
bounded and continuous on R”. The kernel K, is assumed to satisfy (2.1) (with I = p) 
and 
J u,K,(u)du=O, j=l,..., p, and ll~Il*K,h4 du<a. (2.37) K” J R,, 
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The bandwidth parameter {b,} is assumed to satisfy, C,T_, bf = W. Then 
bias[k,,(u)]+$ UD”(U; i;,)uTK,,(u) du 
R" 
where 
a’R(u) ’ 
D”(u; ih) = i,u 
[ 1 . 1 I I,,-l 
We can now state the results for the conditional expectation estimator o,,(u). 
Theorem 2.7. Let {X,} be a p-mixing process and suppose E[q’(Xy)] <co. 
(a) !f the maximal correlation coefficient p(k) satisjies (2.30) and { bk} satisjies 
(2.31) then for almost all u with ,f( u; ii) > 0 we have 
o,,(u)-Q(u)-20 as n-cc 
almost surely. 
(b) Assume that Q(u) and f(u; ib) h ave bounded and continuous second partial 
derivatives on R” and the kernel K, satisfies (2.37). The bandwidth parameter is chosen 
as b,, - n m”‘4+p’. lf p(k) satis$es (2.32) then 
( 
n4/(4+P) 1/2 
(log n)(log, n)‘+’ 
{Q,,(u)-Q(u)}-0 as n-zcc 
almost surely. 
For strongly mixing processes we have the following. 
Theorem 2.8. Let {X,} be a strongly mixing process and r a real number greater than 
2. Assume Elq(Xy)I’<a. 
(a) rf the strong mixing coejicient a(k) sati.sfies (2.34) and {bh} satisfies (2.35) 
then for almost all u with f (u; ib) > 0 we have 
,. 
Q,,(u)+ Q(u) asn+cc 
almost surely. 
(b) Assume that Q(u) and f( u; ib) have bounded and continuous second partial 
derivatives on RP and the kernel K, satis$es (2.37). The bandwidth parameter is chosen 
as b,, - n P”(4+2p(‘m”r)). [f@(k) satisfies (2.36) then 
i 
n4/‘4t’“(lFI/r)’ I/2 
(log n)(log, n)‘+’ 
{6n(~)-Q(~))+0 asn+m 
almost surely. 
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3. Proofs 
We exploit the notion and properties of mixingales due to McLeish (1975). Let 
{Z,}F-, be a random process, not necessarily stationary, on (0, 9, P) and let 
{F,}:,, be any increasing sequence of subsigma algebras of .%. The notion of a 
simple mixingale is as follows. 
Definition 3.1. The sequence {Z,,, F,,} is called a simple mixingale if Z,, is measurable 
with respect to F,,, n 2 1, and for sequences of finite nonnegative constants c,,, 
n=1,2 ,..., and+,,I=0,1,2 ,..., where$,+OasI+awehave 
(a) (EIE(Z,,IF,,_,)(‘)“‘~~,c,, for all nal, IzO. 
(b) E[Z,,] = 0, n 2 1, 
(c) F, ={& a}, ?zSO. 
For simple mixingales, we have the following lemma which somewhat strengthens 
Corollary 1.8 of McLeish [S]. 
Lemma 3.1. Let {Z,, F,},?, be a simple mixingale such that 
and for some 6 > 0, 
; (log n)(log, n)‘+“tj!; i: Cf<CO. 
,1 = I , :n 
Then S,, = C:=, Z, converges almost surely to a finite limit. 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
Proof. See [4, Theorem 3.11. 0 
The following theorem establishes the almost sure convergence of S,, for certain 
functions of mixing processes 
Theorem 3.1. Let {X,} be a real-valued stationary process, 
xj= Cx,+t,, ... 9 X,, ,,,, ), O=i,<i,<...<i,,,, 
and {g,} a sequence of Bore1 measurable functions on R’“. Put 
Z, = g,(x,) - E[gj(X,)I and S,, = C Z, 
,~‘I 
(a) If {X,} is a p-mixing process such that 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) F ELq]<q 
1’1 
120 
and, for some 6 > 0, 
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t [log(k+ i,)][log,(k+ im)l’+6p2(k) ,J, Jwjl-, 
h=l ,,I 
OY 
(b) lf {X,} is a strong/y mixing process such that 
; { EJZ,Jy < 03, 
,=I 
and, for some r > 2 and S > 0, 
h=I 
(3.7) 
i {ElZ,l’>“‘<Co, (3.8) 
,kA+I,,, 
then S, converges almost surely to a jinite limit as n + c~i. 
(3.6) 
Proof. Set 
{ 
G--” + I,)/ na 1, 
Fe= z,C?;, nS0. 
Then clearly Z,, is F,I-measurable and E[E(Z,, /F,_,)]‘= 0 for 12 n. 
(a) We have 
E[E(Z, / F,,-,)I’= cov{Zn,E(Z,IF,, ,)}, Oslcn-1, 
and since Z, is 9:-measurable and E(Z, 1 F,,_,) is K~‘,‘~~‘-measurable it follows 
by (2.8) that for i,, < 1-c n, 
E[E(Z,, / F’,~ ,)]‘~p(/-i,,) var”‘[Z,,] var”‘[E(Z,, 1 F,,_,)] 
SP(~- i,,)W[Z~IEC~(Z, IF,~--,)121”“, 
so that 
{E[E(Z,,IF,,_,)]2}“2~p(l-i,,){E[Z~]}””, i,,<l<n. 
For 1s 1 =S i,,, we have by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality that 
{E[E(Z,,/F,,_,)]“}“‘~{E[Zf,]}“2, l<Isi,,,. 
Hence {Z,,, F,,}‘z=, is a simple mixingale with c, = {E[Zf,]}“’ and 
i 
1, 1 G 1 S i,,, , 
CL, = P(/ - L,), i,,, < 1 < n, 
0, n c 1. 
Thus conditions (3.1) and (3.2) of Lemma 3.1 are satisfied by (3.5) and (3.6), 
respectively, and the result of Part (a) follows. 
(b) As in Part (a) we have 
Fori,,,<l<nwehavebyDavydov’slemmawith1~~,q,.~~~,1/r+l/q+l/s=1, 
that 
E[E(Z,,~F,,~,)]‘~8{E~Z,,~‘}‘~‘{EJE(Z,,~F,, ,)JY}“rl{N(I-i,,,)}‘/‘. 
Choose q = 2 then 
{E[E(Z,,( F,,~,)]‘}““~~[cu(~-i,,,)]“’ “r-{EIZ,,l’}“‘. 
Thus with c,, = S{E(Z,,l’}“’ and 
i 
1, 1 S I S i,,, , 
I),= [cy(I-i,,1)]“2m”‘, i,,, < I< n, 
0, n C I, 
{Z,,, F,,}‘z_, is a simple mixingale and, by (3.7) and (3.8), conditions (3.1) and (3.2) 
of Lemma 3.1 are satisfied and the result of Part (b) follows. 0 
We shall use the following result on the approximation of the identity (see [ 111). 
Lemma 3.2. Assume K,,(x) is a bounded integrable function on R” such that Kd(x) = 
O( Ilxq-*)f . or~ome~>OandputK,,,,,(x)=(l/b~)K,,(x/b,,). LethEL, onRd. Then 
for almost all x we have 
lim K,,,,7(x-u)h(u) du = h(x) Kd(u) du. 
n - 1; 
R” R” 
We can now prove Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. By Lemma 3.2 and the boundedness of K,,, we have 
bj”E[K,,,,(x-X,)l’~f‘(x; 4,) 
J 
K:,(u) du (3.9) 
R,,, 
for almost all x as j :, 00. 
(a) Fix x and put 
g,b) =f K,,,,(x-_vL Z,=g,(X,)-Ek,(X,)l. 
By (3.9) there exists a constant, independent ofj, such that 
E[Zf] ~~ 
I 
(3.10) 
so that, by (2.10), we have I::, E[Zf]<co, and thus condition (3.5) of Theorem 
3.1 is satisfied. Moreover, by (2.9) and (3.10), condition (3.6) of Theorem 3.1 is also 
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satisfied. It follows by Theorem 3.1 that S, =C:‘=, Z, converges a.s. to a finite limit. 
Now with n’=n-i, 
.Lk L-m2.Y i,,,)l=+, i, G-J (3.11) 
which tends to zero as n’* 00 by the Kronecker lemma and the a.s. convergence of S,,, 
(b) Put 
1 
g,(y) =- K,.;(x-Y), 
?: 
z, = g,(x,) - E[g;(Xj)I, 
with r, = {j(logj)(log, j)‘t’/hj,l}“Z. As in Part (a) we find 
E[Zf] -F 
I I 
(3.12) 
so that condition (3.5) of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied. Also 
I 
1 E[Zf] S const. ,=i+,,,, [j(logj)(log,j)‘+“l-’ =2 L,og~kn~t~,,2j18 (3.13) 
,=h+,,,, 
so that condition (3.6) of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied by (3.13) and (2.11). Thus 
S, = C:=, Z, converges a.s. to a finite limit as n + ~0. Now with n’ = n - i,,,, 
y IL(x; inI) - E[_L(x; L,)ll= (yd/y,,) [” 1. ; ,z, Y,Z, (3.14) 
The term in brackets on the right side of (3.14) tends to zero as n’+c~ by the a.s. 
convergence of S,,, and the Kronecker lemma since y,,, increases to infinity as n’+ ~0 
by (2.12). Also y,,,/ y,, s 1 since b,, is nonincreasing. The result follows since 
(n - i,,)/y,, tends to infinity as n *CO by (2.12). q 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.1 with few changes. 
Here 
h I,(r~“,(K,,,i(x-X,)I’~.~(x; it,,) jR,,, IL(u)I” du 
for almost all x as j 
(a) Fix x and put 
g,(Y) = (l/j 
Then 
)K,,,,(x-Yh z, = g,(X,) - E[g,(X;)I. 
(3.15) 
which by (2.15) and (2.14) shows that conditions (3.7) and (3.8) of Theorem 3.1 
are satisfied, respectively. Now we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.1 (Part 
(a)) and the result follows. 
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(b) Fix x and put 
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with 7; = {j(logj)(log2j)“~/bf”“‘~‘~“}“‘. Then 
and thus condition (3.7) of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied. Also, (3.16) and (2.14) imply 
that condition (3.8) of Theorem 3.1 is satisfied. Now we proceed as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1 (Part (b)), using (2.17) instead of (2.12), and the result follows. 0 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. The proof is similar to that of [4, Theorem 2.31 and is 
omitted. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.5. (a) Under (2.23) and (2.24) Theorem 2.3(a) is applicable so 
that for almost all x we have 
A 
X,(x; L) +.0x; L) as n+oo 
almost surely. (2.23) and (2.24) also imply that 
: [log(k + i,)lrlog,(k + ~,)l’+“P”ud ,=;+,,, ]&< 00 
h -I I 
and 
and by Remark 2.3 we have for almost all x,, 
.L,(xl; ih)-f(xl; ii,) as n+cr: 
almost surely. The result of Part (a) follows using the identity 
(3.17) 
with 
6 =.i;,(x; L,), a =.0x; L), C=,i,(x,; i;), b =f(x,; ik). (3.18) 
(b) By (3.17) it suffices to show that 
A,,(&a)-+0 as ~+a3 almost surely (3.19a) 
,. 
A,(h - b) + 0 as n -+ ~0 almost surely, (3.19b) 
where 
n4/(4+nl, l/2 
(log n)(log, n)‘+fi 1 . 
(3.20) 
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Underthe assumptions of Part (b), (3.19a) is satisfied by Theorem 2.3(b). For (3.19b) 
write 
A,,(6-h)=A,,(i-E[$])+A,, bias[i]. 
Now (2.26) certainly implies 
(3.21) 
I? [los(k+i,)l[logz(k+i)l~~(k)<cc k=, 
and, with b, as chosen, we also have 
nbR/[(log n)(log? n)‘+‘]+ cc as n + co. 
Consequently by Remark 2.3 applied to Theorem 2.1(b) we have for every x, that 
E(x,; ii) satisfies 
i 
n ,4+m-p,,(4+m, 1 
112 
(log n)(log, fl)‘+fi 
G,(x ,. ,; ib)-E[,f,,(r,; ib)]}-0 as n+co 
almost surely. Clearly the above implies 
A,,(g-E[b^])+O as n-a (3.22) 
almost surely. Finally under (2.25) and the smoothness of .f(x,; ib) we have by 
Lemma 2.1(b) (with ,fti(x; i,?,) replaced by i,(x,; i;)) that 
bias[,j,,(x,; iL)]- bf, 
and thus, since A,,bf, + 0 as n + cc, we have 
A, bias[ i]+ 0. (3.23) 
By (3.21), (3.22), and (3.23), equation (3.19b) is satisfied and the result of Part (b) 
follows. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.6. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 2.5 using the results 
of Theorems 2.2 and 2.4 instead of those of Theorems 2.1 and 2.3. 
(a) Briefly under (2.27) and (2.28) we have for almost all x, x,, 
j,,(x; i,,,) -f(x; i,) -+ 0 as n --f co 
and 
fm(x ,; ib)-,f(x,; iA)+ as n+W 
almost surely. The result of Part (a) follows. 
(b) Under (2.29), using (3.17), we have that (3.19a) is satisfied with A,, given by 
1 ,‘2 
A,, = 
1 
n4,,4+2m(,~ I/r)) 
(log n)(log, n)‘+’ I 
by Theorem 2.4(b). Again, as in the proof of Theorem 2.5(b), we have for all x,, 
A,, bias[fn(x,; ib)] + 0 as n+m. 
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By (2.29) and the assumption on b,, we have, by Remark 2.3 and Theorem 2.2(b), 
that for all x,, 
1 
n[4+2(m-pNl -I/,-)]/[4+2m(l -I/r)] l/2 
(log n)(log, n)‘+& 1 
{.i-,(x I ; i;, - Ni,(x, ; qJ)l) + 0 
asn+co 
almost surely. The above equation implies that 
1 ,. 
A,(b-E[b])+O as n+c~ almost surely. 
The result of Theorem 2.6(b) follows. 0 
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Let 
R”‘(u) = E[q’(X;)(X; = u] 
and note that R”‘(u),f(u; ib) E L, since E[$(Xy)] <CO by assumption. By Lemma 
3.2 and the boundedness of K, we have, for almost all u, 
b;E[q(X:‘)K,,,(u-X;)]‘= bfE[R”‘(X;)Kf,,(u-X;)] 
--f R’“( u)f( u; ib) I K:(u) do asj+a. 
R” 
(a) Put 
g,(_v,,_vJ =f s(ydKp,,(u -y,), (3.24) 
z, = g,cx:, xl’, - E[g,(x:, x:)1, s,, = i zj. (3.25) 
,=I 
Now we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.1(a) and the result follows. 
(b) Here put 
g,(y,r4.~)=~q(4.2)Ko,,(u-y,) 
with 
r, = {j(logj)(log,j)‘+‘/bf}” 
and Z, and S,, as in (3.25). Now we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 2.1(b) and 
the result follows. 0 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. Let 
R”‘(u) = E[lq(X:‘)I’/X; = UJ 
and note that R”‘(u)f(u; ih) E L, since E(q(XF)I’ <CO by assumption. By Lemma 
3.2 and the boundedness of K,) we have for almost all II, 
b;?Flq(X;)K,,; (u-X:)1’= b;m’EIR”‘(X;)IK,,;(u-X;)(‘] 
+R"')(u)~(u; ib) IR,, /K,,(u)l’du asj+co. 
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(a) Put gj(Y,,yz), Z,, and S, as in (3.24) and (3.25) and proceed as in the proof 
of Theorem 2.2(a). The result follows. 
(b) Here put 
g,(Y,,Y*) =; 4(Yz)K,,(U-Y,) 
with y, = {j(log j)(logz j)‘t’~/b~p”~“r’}“2, Z,, and S, as in (3.25). We now proceed 
as in the proof of Theorem 2.2(b) and the result follows. 0 
Proof of Lemma 2.4. Follows in the manner of the proof of [4, Theorem 2.31. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.7. Put 
a^zd,(u), a-R(u), 6jn(,;ib), b=f(u;ib) 
and note the identity (3.17). 
(a) 6-a +O follows by Lemma 2.2(a) and Lemma 2.4(a). 6- b+O follows by 
Remark 2.3 and Theorem 2.3(a) (applied to !,,(u; ih)). 
(b) With A, = { n4’(4+p) /(log n)(log, r~)‘+‘}“~, A,,(2 - a) + 0 follows by Lemma 
2.2(b) and Lemma 2.4(b). A,,( 6- b) + 0 follows by Remark 2.3 and Theorem 2.3(b) 
(applied to j,( U; ib)). 0 
Proof of Theorem 2.8. Follows in the manner of the proof of Theorem 2.7 using 
Lemma 2.3, Lemma 2.4 for R,,(u) and Remark 2.3 and Theorem 2.4 for j,( u; ib). 0 
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